Plant defense responses to pathogens are influenced by abiotic factors, including temperature. Elevated temperatures often inhibit the activities of disease resistance proteins and the defense responses they mediate. A mutant screen with an Arabidopsis thaliana temperature-sensitive autoimmune mutant bonzai1 revealed that the abscisic acid (ABA)-deficient mutant aba2 enhances resistance mediated by the resistance (R) gene SUPPRESSOR OF npr1-1 CONSTITUTIVE1 (SNC1) at high temperature. ABA deficiency promoted nuclear accumulation of SNC1, which was essential for it to function at low and high temperatures. Furthermore, the effect of ABA deficiency on SNC1 protein accumulation is independent of salicylic acid, whose effects are often antagonized by ABA. ABA deficiency also promotes the activity and nuclear localization of R protein RESISTANCE TO PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE4 at higher temperature, suggesting that the effect of ABA on R protein localization and nuclear activity is rather broad. By contrast, mutations that confer ABA insensitivity did not promote defense responses at high temperature, suggesting either tissue specificity of ABA signaling or a role of ABA in defense regulation independent of the core ABA signaling machinery. Taken together, this study reveals a new intersection between ABA and disease resistance through R protein localization and provides further evidence of antagonism between abiotic and biotic responses.
INTRODUCTION
Plants coordinate responses to various environmental stimuli to maximize their growth and fitness. Although interactions among biotic and abiotic responses are prevalent, the mechanisms are not well understood. To ward off pathogens, plants have at least two layers of inducible defense responses in addition to constitutive physical barriers (Chisholm et al., 2006; Jones and Dangl, 2006) . One is a general resistance through receptors for microbial-or pathogen-associated molecular patterns, and the other is by disease resistance (R) proteins recognizing specific effectors from pathogens. The R gene-mediated resistance is rapid and efficient and includes a form of programmed cell death termed the hypersensitive response (Hammond-Kosack and Jones, 1996) . The majority of R proteins contain nucleotide binding (NB) and leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domains (DeYoung and Innes, 2006) . These NB-LRR proteins can be categorized into TIR (for Toll and Interleukin 1 Receptor) and CC (for coiled coil or non-TIR) types depending on the sequences of their N-terminal domains. The TIR-NB-LRR proteins require the function of PHYTOALEXIN DEFICIENT4 (PAD4) and ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY1, whereas the CC-NB-LRR proteins often require NON-RACE-SPECIFIC DISEASE RESISTANCE1 (Glazebrook, 2001; Wiermer et al., 2005) . R proteins exhibit considerable diversity regarding mechanisms for pathogen recognition, activation, subcellular localization, and signaling, thus allowing adaptation of defense responses to different pathogens (Rafiqi et al., 2009) . For example, the subcellular localization of R proteins is diverse and dynamic. Nuclear localization of a number of R proteins, including N, MILDEW A 10 (MLA 10), RESISTANCE TO PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE4 (RPS4), and SUPPRESSOR OF npr1-1 CONSTITUTIVE1 (SNC1), is required for disease resistance (Burch-Smith et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2007; Wirthmueller et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2009 ). Whereas RESISTANCE TO P. SYRIN-GAE PV MACULICOLA1 (RPM1) functions exclusively on the plasma membrane (Gao et al., 2011) , this protein, as well as RECOGNITION OF PERONOSPORA PARASITICA 1A (RPP1A) and RPS4, was also shown to localize to the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi, and/or endosome, although the functional relevance of these locations remains to be characterized (Michael Weaver et al., 2006; Wirthmueller et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2010) .
Temperature has a large impact on numerous plant developmental processes, including germination, growth, flowering, and hormonal responses, as well as plant disease resistance (Long and Woodward, 1988; Garrett et al., 2006) . A moderate increase in temperature inhibits defense responses mediated by a number of R genes, including N, Mi, RPS4, and SNC1 (Dropkin, 1969; Malamy et al., 1992; Jablonska et al., 2007; , whereas a chilling temperature is required for some gain-offunction mutants in R or R-related genes to induce defense responses (Huang et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010) . Recently, it has been shown that R genes could be the temperature-sensitive component in defense responses, and alteration of R protein activity can change temperature sensitivity of the defense responses (Zhu et al., 2010) . The mechanism(s) for temperature sensitivity in R proteins is not fully understood, although inhibition of nuclear accumulation by an elevated temperature occurred in temperature-sensitive but not temperature-insensitive R proteins (Zhu et al., 2010) .
Plant hormones have been shown to modulate plant defense responses at various levels. Salicylic acid (SA) is a positive regulator of defense responses against biotrophic and hemibiotrophic pathogens. When R genes are activated by pathogen effectors, elevated SA induces expression of defense-related genes in both local and distal tissues, the latter being essential for systemic acquired resistance (Durrant and Dong, 2004; Grant and Lamb, 2006; Vlot et al., 2009) . Abscisic acid (ABA) is known to play an important role in resistance to abiotic stresses, such as high salt, low temperature, and drought (Finkelstein et al., 2002) . The core machinery of the ABA signaling pathway has been identified, with PYR/PYL/RCAR serving as ABA receptors regulating PP2C phosphatases and subsequent SnRK2 kinases (Cutler et al., 2010) . Recent studies also revealed a prominent role of ABA in plant disease resistance with the effect of ABA dependent on the lifestyle of the pathogens and the temporal and spatial conditions (Asselbergh et al., 2008; Ton et al., 2009; Cao et al., 2011) . ABA has a positive role in defense responses in the phase of pathogen invasion, where it promotes stomata closure to inhibit the entry of pathogen. By contrast, it generally negatively affects defense responses against biotrophic pathogens once the pathogen has gained entry. The essential function of ABA in defense responses is highlighted by the manipulation of ABA biosynthesis and signaling by pathogens (de Torres Zabala et al., 2009 ). For example, in the Arabidopsis thaliana and Pseudomonas syringae pathosystem, the amount of ABA is inversely correlated with plant resistance (de Torres-Zabala et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2009 ). This postinvasion effect of ABA may be mediated by the SA pathway, as both the biosynthesis and signaling of SA appear to be affected by ABA (Yasuda et al., 2008) . Recent studies also found that ABA signaling was negatively regulated by the plant defense response pathway (Kim et al., 2011) . Thus, the interplay between ABA and defense is complex and not yet fully understood.
Here, we describe negative regulation of R gene-mediated resistance by ABA through its effect on nuclear accumulation of R protein. A genetic screen for mutants that restored resistance at high temperature to an otherwise temperature-sensitive autoimmune mutant identified an ABA biosynthetic mutant. Mutations leading to ABA deficiency but not ABA insensitivity were also found to potentiate disease resistance mediated by R proteins SNC1 and RPS4. This effect of ABA deficiency is correlated with and dependent on R accumulation in the nucleus but is independent of SA. Our data therefore identify a new intersection between ABA and disease resistance and highlight the influence of abiotic factors on the outcome of biotic interactions.
RESULTS

Identification and Characterization of a Temperature-Insensitive Disease Resistant Mutant int173
To better understand the molecular mechanisms underlying temperature modulation of plant defense responses and activation of defense response in general, we performed a genetic screen for temperature-insensitive disease resistance mutants in the bonzai1-1 (bon1-1; referred as bon1 from now on) mutant. The bon1 mutant has a dwarf phenotype at 228C due to constitutive defense response triggered by the R gene SNC1, but it is wild-type in appearance at 288C as the defense responses are suppressed by high temperature (Hua et al., 2001; Yang and Hua, 2004) . M2 seedlings from ;6000 ethyl methanesulfonatemutagenized lines of bon1 were screened for dwarf plants at 288C. Those with a bon1-dependent dwarf phenotype were named insensitive to temperature (int) mutants. One such mutant, int173 bon1, had a small stature with curly leaves at 288C, mimicking the bon1 phenotype at 228C. When grown at 228C, int173 bon1 exhibited a more severe growth defect than the bon1 single mutant. Therefore, the int173 mutation not only confers an int phenotype to bon1 at 288C but also enhances the bon1 phenotype at 228C ( Figure 1A) .
Because SNC1-mediated defense responses are upregulated in bon1, we asked if the int173 mutation could confer a temperatureinsensitive resistance to the autoactive temperature-sensitive snc1-1 mutant (Zhang et al., 2003; Yang and Hua, 2004) . A putative int173 single mutant was isolated from the F2 population of a cross between int173 bon1 and the wild-type Columbia-0 (Col-0) plant. This mutant is smaller than the wild type to a similar extent at both temperatures, unlike the snc1-1 mutant, which is smaller compared with the wild type at 228C but not at 288C (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). A putative int173 snc1-1 (referred as int173 snc1) double mutant plant was generated, and it exhibited an int phenotype similarly to int173 bon1. It exhibited a strong growth defect at 288C that is not present in the single mutants, and this growth phenotype was more severe at 228C ( Figure 1B ; see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Because the bon1 phenotype is accession dependent, which complicates genetic studies involving different accessions, we used int173 snc1 for further analysis of temperature sensitivity of plant defense responses.
To determine if enhanced disease resistance in int173 snc1 is temperature insensitive, we monitored the growth of virulent pathogen P. syringae pv tomato (Pst) DC3000 in wild-type Col-0, snc1-1, int173, and int173 snc1 at 22 and 288C. To investigate postinvasion defense responses, the bacterial pathogen was inoculated by vacuum infiltration and its growth in planta was monitored ( Figure 1C ). At 3 d after infection, Pst DC3000 grew to 3.5 3 10 6 colony-forming units (cfu) mg 21 fresh weight in the wild type at 228C, but only to 5.3 3 10 4 and 1.7 3 10 5 cfu mg 21 in the snc1-1 and int173 snc1 double mutant, respectively. The int173 mutant showed the same susceptibility as the wild type (4.4 3 10 6 cfu mg 21 ) at 228C. At 288C, snc1-1 and int173 supported similar levels of pathogen growth as the wild type (1.8 3 10 6 cfu mg 21 ), but int173 snc1 supported greatly reduced pathogen growth (9.6 3 10 4 cfu mg 21 ) and was as resistant to the pathogen as snc1-1 at 228C.
In agreement with the disease resistance phenotype, the expression of defense response marker gene PR1 was upregulated in the int173 snc1 mutant at both temperatures, while neither of the single mutants had enhanced PR1 gene expression ( Figure 1D) . A similar expression pattern was observed with SNC1, which is subject to feedback regulation by defense activation (Yang and Hua, 2004) (Figure 1D ). To determine if the int phenotype is due to an increased activity of SNC1 at 288C, we tested its dependence on SA and PAD4, which are both required for NB-LRR-mediated resistance. The pad4 mutation and the NahG transgene, which encodes a SA-degrading enzyme (Yamamoto et al., 1965; Bowling et al., 1994) , were each introduced into int173 snc1. Both the int173 snc1 pad4 and int173 snc1 NahG plants had a phenotype similar to int173 (which is slightly more dwarf than the wild type) at 22 and 288C ( Figure  1B ). Together, these results indicate that the int173 mutation confers an enhanced defense response to snc1-1 at 288C and that inhibition of snc1-1-mediated defense by high temperature is suppressed by the int173 mutation.
It is interesting to note that while int173 enhanced the growth defect of snc1-1 at 228C, it did not enhance resistance at 228C. Instead, accumulation of hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) appears to be correlated with the growth phenotype. Increased accumulation of H 2 O 2 was observed in int173 at both temperatures using 3,39-diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining ( Figure 1E ). The higher H 2 O 2 level found in the double mutant at both temperatures correlates with its severe growth defect.
INT173 Is the ABA2 Gene
We used map-based cloning to isolate the INT173 gene. The int173 snc1 double mutant was crossed to the wild-type accession Wassilewskija, and F2 progenies exhibiting an int-like morphology were used for mapping. The int173 mutation was located between markers JHdcaps33 and JHdcaps36 using 419 int plants ( Figure 2A ) and then identified by sequencing of candidate genes in int173 snc1. A transition mutation of G to A, which results in substitution of Gly-192 with Glu, was found in the ABA2 gene (At1g52340) ( Figure 2B ). ABA2 encodes a cytosolic short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase involved in the conversion of xanthoxin to ABA-aldehyde during ABA biosynthesis (Gonzá lez- (A) Inhibition of the dwarf phenotype of bon1-1 by high growth temperature (288C) is reversed by the int173 mutation. Shown are wild-type Col-0, int173, bon1-1, and int173 bon1 plants grown at 22 and 288C. (B) SA and PAD4 are required for the dwarf phenotype of int173 snc1. Shown are wild-type int173, int173 snc1, NahG, int173 snc1 NahG, pad4 , and int173 snc1 pad4 plants grown at 22 and 288C. (C) The int173 snc1 double mutant displayed enhanced disease resistance to Pst DC3000 at high temperature. Shown is pathogen growth in Col-0, snc1-1, int173, and int173 snc1. Values represent mean 6 SD (n = 3). The asterisks indicate a significant difference from wild-type Col-0 as determined by Student's t test (P # 0.05). Similar results were observed in three independent experiments. DPI, d after infection. (D) Expression of SNC1 and PR1 was upregulated in int173 snc1 at high temperature as determined by RNA gel blotting. rRNA served as loading control.
(E) H 2 O 2 was increased in the int173 snc1-1 double mutant at both 22 and 288C. Shown is DAB staining of wild-type Col-0, int173, snc1-1, and int173 snc1 double mutants grown at the two temperatures. Guzmá n et al., 2002) . To determine whether or not this mutation results in a nonfunctional ABA2 gene, we analyzed ABA levels using HPLC coupled with mass spectrometry in int173. The mutant plants had <10% of the amount of ABA in the wild type ( Figure 2C ), indicating that int173 contains a loss-of-function allele of ABA2. Similar to the previously characterized loss-offunction allele aba2-1, int173 was insensitive to Suc and salt treatment (see Supplemental Figure 2A online) .
Next, we demonstrated using two approaches that the mutation in ABA2 causes the int173 phenotype. First, double mutants between another ABA2 allele, aba2-1, and snc1-1 were generated. When grown at 288C, it showed the same dwarf phenotype as int173 snc1 ( Figure 2D ). The aba2-1 snc1-1 double mutant but not the aba2-1 or snc1-1 single mutants exhibited enhanced disease resistant at 288C (see Supplemental Figure 2B online). Second, a genomic fragment of ABA2 was transformed into int173 snc1, and all nine transgenic plants exhibited a snc1-1-like phenotype at 22 and 288C ( Figure 2E ). We thus conclude that INT173 is ABA2, and we renamed int173 aba2-21.
We verified that the int phenotype of aba2-21 snc1-1 is due to ABA deficiency by applying ABA externally to the plants. Spraying 5 mM ABA rescued the growth defects in the aba2-21 and aba2-21 snc1-1 at high temperature ( Figure 2F ). Spraying ABA also rescued the disease resistance phenotype of the double mutant at 288C (see Supplemental Figure 2C online). Therefore, ABA deficiency is responsible for the enhanced resistance mediated by snc1-1 at 288C.
Mutations in ABA1 and ABA2 but Not ABI1 or ABI4 Enhance SNC1-and RPS4-Mediated Disease Resistance at High Temperature Next, we assessed whether defects in ABA2 have a general effect on temperature sensitivity of resistance mediated by other R genes. RPS4, which encodes a TIR-NB-LRR type of R protein, confers resistance to Pst DC3000 avrRps4 in a temperaturedependent manner (Gassmann et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2010) . We used vacuum infiltration to inoculate bacteria into plants to analyze the effect of ABA on postinvasion defense. The wild-type Col-0 and Landsberg erecta (Ler) plants, harboring a functional RPS4 gene, exhibited resistance to Pst DC3000 avrRps4, while the rps4-2 mutant was susceptible at 228C ( Figure 3A ). At 288C, the wild-type plants exhibited increased susceptibility, with the pathogen proliferating to the same extent in the wild type as in rps4-2 ( Figure 3A ). Both aba2-1 and aba2-21 exhibited an enhanced resistance compared with the wild type at 22 and 288C, indicating that the effects of ABA2 mutation are probably general for R gene-mediated resistance.
We further tested other ABA mutants, including aba1, abi1, and abi4, in disease resistance. ABA1 encodes a zeaxanthin epoxidase acting early in the ABA biosynthesis pathway; the aba1-6 mutant has a reduced level of ABA (Niyogi et al., 1998; Xiong et al., 2002a) . ABI1 encodes a protein phosphatase 2C; the dominant-acting abi1-1 mutant in Ler blocks almost all ABA responses (Leung et al., 1994) . ABI4 encodes an AP2 family transcription factor; the abi4-1 mutant in Col-0 is insensitive to ABA during seed germination and is defective in some ABA responses in seedlings as well (Finkelstein et al., 1998; et al., 2011). These three ABA biosynthesis or response mutants were inoculated with avirulent pathogen Pst DC3000 avrRps4, and bacterial growth in these mutant plants and their corresponding wild-type plants was analyzed at 22 and 288C. The aba1-6 mutant behaved similarly to the two aba2 mutants, conferring an enhanced resistance to Pst DC3000 avrRps4 at both temperatures ( Figure 3A ). By contrast, neither abi1-1 nor abi4-1 exhibited enhanced resistance at either temperature ( Figure 3A) .
To determine if ABA-insensitive mutants indeed are different from the ABA-deficient mutants in postinvasion defense, we constructed double mutants between snc1-1 and abi1-1. Because the two mutants were in different accessions, multiple plants with double mutations were selected from the F2 progeny. None of the abi1-1 snc1-1 double mutant plants exhibited a dwarf phenotype at 288C in contrast with the aba2-21 snc1-1 mutants ( Figure 3B ), indicating that the effect of ABA2 mutations might not be mediated through a signaling pathway involving ABI1 and ABI4.
ABA Deficiency Promotes Nuclear Accumulation of SNC1
An earlier study of a different int mutant indicated that NB-LRR proteins are the temperature-sensitive component in disease resistance and that nuclear accumulation of SNC1 is correlated with activation of defense responses (Zhu et al., 2010) . We therefore analyzed the effect of ABA2 mutations on nuclear accumulation of SNC1 proteins. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusions of SNC1 were transiently expressed in Arabidopsis mesophyll protoplasts under the constitutive 35S promoter of Cauliflower mosaic virus (Zhu et al., 2010) . Protoplasts were isolated from wild-type and the aba2-21 leaves and transformed with the GFP fusions of the wild-type SNC1 protein (SNC1WT: GFP) or the mutant SNC1-1 protein (SNC1-1:GFP). Transformed cells were then divided and incubated at 22 and 288C for 12 to 16 h. As expression level varies in protoplasts transformed with the same construct, more than 100 protoplasts were scored for each construct and condition combination, and the SNC1 distribution pattern was categorized as strongly nuclear (2N) and weakly nuclear (1N) based on ratio between nucleus signals versus cytosol signals (see Supplemental Figure 3 online). At 228C, SNC1-1:GFP had more nuclear accumulation than SNC1WT:GFP in Col-0, which is consistent with the previous finding (Zhu et al., 2010) . More nuclear accumulation of SNC1-1: GFP than SNC1WT:GFP was also observed in aba2-21. Interestingly, SNC1WT:GFP, but not SNC1-1:GFP, had more nuclear accumulation in aba2-21 than in wild-type Col-0 ( Figure 4A ). At 288C, nuclear accumulation of both SNC1WT:GFP and SNC1-1: GFP in the wild-type Col-0 protoplasts was reduced compared with those at 228C, but this reduction was reversed in the aba2-21 mutant ( Figure 4A ). Thus, ABA deficiency enhances nuclear accumulation of both the wild-type and the mutant SNC1 proteins, and this effect is more dramatic at 288C.
Localization of SNC1 and GFP fusions was also analyzed in the ABA-insensitive abi1-1 mutant. In contrast with their localization in aba2-21, SNC1WT:GFP and SNC1-1:GFP exhibited nuclear accumulation in abi1-1 similar to that in the corresponding wildtype Ler at both temperatures ( Figure 4A ). The lack of effect of abi1 on SNC1 localization correlates with its lack of effect on disease resistance mediated by SNC1-1 in whole plants.
To analyze the effect of ABA deficiency on SNC1 localization in Arabidopsis plants, we sprayed nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA), which is an inhibitor of ABA biosynthesis (Creelman et al., 1992) , on pSNC1:SNC1-1:GFP transgenic plants in Col-0 (Zhu et al., 2010) . To keep the naming of constructs consistent with our earlier publications, we will use "::" to denote promoter fusions and ":" to denote protein fusions in this article. SNC1-1:GFP had nuclear accumulation at 228C but not at 288C, while NDGA treatment induced nuclear accumulation at 288C ( Figure 4B ). In parallel, we introgressed pSNC1::SNC1WT:GFP transgene from Col-0 (Zhu (A) Disease resistance to Pst DC3000 avrRps4 in various ABA mutants at 22 or 288C. The aba1-6, aba2-1, and aba2-21 mutants in Col-0 are ABA deficient, and abi4-1 (Col-0) and abi1-1 (Ler) are ABA insensitive. Shown is the growth of bacterial strains at 0 and 3 d after inoculation (DPI). Values represent mean 6 SD (n = 3). The asterisks indicate a significant difference from the wild type as determined by Student's t test (P # 0.05). Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. (B) The ABA-insensitive mutant abi1-1 did not confer a dwarf phenotype to snc1-1 at high temperature. Shown are Col-0, snc1-1, abi1-1, and abi1-1 snc1-1 plants grown at 22 or 288C.
[See online article for color version of this figure. ] et al., 2010) into aba2-21 by crossing. The pSNC1::SNC1WT:GFP in Col-0 had a dwarf phenotype at 228C but not 288C, similarly to pSNC1::SNC1WT (see Supplemental Figure 4 online), probably due to higher expression of the SNC1 transgene compared with the endogenous gene (Li et al., 2007) . The aba2-21 mutant carrying pSNC1::SNC1WT:GFP had a dwarf phenotype at both 22 and 288C, mimicking aba2-21 snc1-1 (see Supplemental Figure 4 online). SNC1WT:GFP was found to be nuclear localized at 228C but not 288C in the wild-type Col-0, whereas it accumulated in the nucleus at both temperatures in the aba2-21 background ( Figure  4C ). Thus, in both Arabidopsis transgenic plants and protoplasts, mutation of ABA2 enhanced nuclear accumulation of the SNC1 protein at higher temperature.
High ABA Amount Reduces Nuclear Accumulation of SNC1
We further analyzed the effect of increased ABA on the accumulation of SNC1 proteins in the nucleus in both protoplasts and transgenic Arabidopsis. Wild-type protoplasts transformed with GFP fusions of SNC1 were treated with 10 mM ABA. At 228C, ABA addition did not affect nuclear accumulation of SNC1WT:GFP but reduced the accumulation of SNC1-1:GFP ( Figure 4A ). At 288C, ABA addition greatly reduced nuclear accumulation of both SNC1WT:GFP and SNC1-1:GFP ( Figure 4A ). ABA treatment of the pSNC1:SNC1-1:GFP transgenic lines also led to reduction of nuclear accumulation ( Figure 4D ). Together, these analyses indicate that ABA levels inversely correlate with the nuclear accumulation of the SNC1 proteins.
Because ABA deficiency rescued high-temperature inhibition of SNC1-mediated defense responses, we tested if an increase of ABA at elevated temperature might contribute to this inhibition. An earlier report showed that ABA biosynthetic genes were upregulated in seeds by a high-temperature treatment (348C) (Toh et al., 2008) . We performed quantitative RT-PCR to analyze ABA biosynthetic genes, including ABA1, NCED5, NCED9, AAO3, and ABA2 (Cutler and Krochko, 1999; Liotenberg et al., 1999; Seo et al., 2000; Xiong et al., 2002b) . Most of these genes were upregulated at 288C compared with 228C in the wild-type Col-0 (see Supplemental Figures 5A to 5E online). However, there was no dramatic difference in ABA levels at the two temperatures in wild-type Col-0 or snc1-1 (Figure 2C ), arguing that high-temperature inhibition of disease resistance is not mediated by altering ABA levels.
Nuclear Localization of SNC1-1 Is Essential for Its Activity
Early genetic and molecular studies identified a correlation between SNC1 nuclear amount and disease resistance activity as well as a role of nuclear pore complex in SNC1 nuclear accumulation (Cheng et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2010) . To determine if the nuclear accumulation of SNC1 is responsible for ABA effects on defense responses at high temperature, we inserted a nuclear export signal (NES) from the protein kinase inhibitor PKI (Wen et al., 1995) between SNC1-1 and GFP and then expressed the fusion under the control of the 35S promoter in Nicotiana benthamiana. No fluorescence signals were detected in the nucleus with SNC1-1:NES, but signals were observed in cytosol at both 22 and 288C ( Figure 5A ). These results were consistent with our previous observation performed with various other SNC1 mutants (Zhu et al., 2010) . Similar amounts of SNC1-1: GFP and SNC1-1:NES:GFP proteins were detected by immunoblotting ( Figure 5B ), indicating that NES inhibited nuclear accumulation of the SNC1:GFP fusion without affecting its overall level. Unlike SNC1-1:GFP, SNC1-1:NES:GFP did not induce cell death in N. benthamiana at 228C (Figure 5A ), indicating that nuclear accumulation of SNC1-1 is essential for its function in this defense response.
To reduce ABA levels in N. benthamiana, we sprayed leaves with NDGA every 6 to 8 h following Agrobacterium tumefaciens infiltration. NDGA treatment did not increase the overall expression level of SNC1-1:GFP or SNC1-1:NES:GFP proteins ( Figure  5B ). At 288C, treatment with NDGA facilitated the accumulation of SNC1-1:GFP in the nucleus and induction of cell death, recapitulating the effect of ABA deficiency on disease resistance at high temperature in Arabidopsis plants ( Figure 5A ). By contrast, NDGA treatment did not induce nuclear accumulation of SNC1-1:NES:GFP nor cell death at 288C ( Figure 5A ). Therefore, nuclear localization of SNC1 is essential for its activity, and the enhancement of defense responses by ABA deficiency at high temperature is dependent on the nuclear localization of SNC1.
ABA Deficiency Enhances Nuclear Accumulation of RPS4 and Its Cell Death-Inducing Activity in N. benthamiana
To determine if the effect of ABA deficiency on nuclear accumulation of SNC1 also applies to other R proteins, we analyzed the activities and localization of RPS4 in N. benthamiana. Although disease resistance can be uncoupled from cell death in certain cases, cell death induced by R proteins in a transient system is a valuable readout to measure activation of R proteins. When the RPS4:GFP fusion gene was expressed under the 35S promoter, it induced cell death in infiltrated leaves at 228C similarly to SNC1-1:GFP, while the control GFP did not cause cell death (Figure 6 ). At 288C, RPS4:GFP did not induce cell death ( Figure  6 ), consistent with the earlier findings that high temperature inhibits R gene-mediated defense responses. Cell death was enhanced by NDGA treatment at 228C for RPS4:GFP. More importantly, cell death that was inhibited at 288C was restored by NDGA treatment (Figure 6 ), indicating that this transient system largely mimicked the RPS4 regulation by ABA in Arabidopsis.
Localization of RPS4:GFP was examined at 2 d after infiltration in N. benthamiana. It was mainly localized in the nucleus at 228C, but no nuclear signals could be detected at 288C (Figure 6 ). With NDGA treatment, nuclear signals were restored for the fusion protein at 288C, while there was no obvious change for the GFP control ( Figure 6 ). In addition to SNC1-1:GFP and RPS4:GFP, we observed similar result with SNC1WT:GFP (see Supplemental Figure 6 online). The stronger nuclear signals were not due to an increase in total protein, as NDGA treatment did not increase the RPS4 protein level (see Supplemental Figure 7 online).
Both SNC1 and RPS4 are TIR types of NB-LRR R proteins that have nuclear localization, which is in contrast with some CC types of R proteins, such as RPM1 and RPS2, that do not localize to nucleus. Therefore, we asked whether ABA deficiency affected temperature sensitivity of resistance mediated by these (A) Subcellular distribution of SNC1-1:GFP and SNC1-1:NES:GFP (left panels) and their cell death-inducing activities (right panels) in N. benthamiana leaves. Infiltrated leaves were sprayed with either buffer (mock) or NDGA once every 6 to 8 h. GFP signals were visualized at 2 d after infiltration with a confocal microscope. Infiltrated leaves were then subjected to tissue clearing 6 to 12 h later to reveal cell death. Red circles mark infiltration sites, and pink arrows point to some, but not all, areas with cell death. two R proteins using Pst DC3000 strains carrying AvrRpt2 or AvrRpm1 that can be recognized by RPS2 and RPM1, respectively. A moderately higher growth of Pst DC3000 avrRpt2 was observed in wild-type plants grown at 288C than at 228C, but no significant difference was observed in aba1-6, aba2-1, aba2-21, or abi4-1 mutants when compared with the wild type at either temperature (see Supplemental Figure 8A online). As expected, growth of this avirulent bacterial strain was suppressed in snc1-4 and higher in rps2 at both temperatures (see Supplemental Figure 8A online). Thus, the RPS2-mediated resistance is slightly temperature sensitive and is not affected by ABA deficiency. RPM1 activity did not appear to be significantly affected by temperature as Pst DC3000 avrRpm1 grew to about the same extent in Col-0 at 22 and 288C (see Supplemental Figure 8B online). The difference of temperature sensitivity between this study and the early study ) might be due to different age/development stage of plants used. Unlike their effects on SNC1-or RPS4-mediated resistance, mutations of ABA2 but not ABA1 or ABI4 enhanced resistance to this avirulent pathogen and the enhancement occurred at both temperatures (see Supplemental Figure 8 online). These results indicate that resistance mediated by RPM1 is not as sensitive to temperature as that mediated by SNC1 or RPS4 and that mutations in the ABA2 gene but not ABA deficiency in general enhance RPM1-mediated resistance at both 22 and 288C. Thus, whereas ABA deficiency can enhance at high temperatures disease resistance mediated by R proteins with a nuclear function, such as SNC1 and RPS4, it does not have a similar effect on resistance mediated by R proteins without a nuclear function such as RPS2 or RPM1.
SA Does Not Mediate the Effects of ABA Deficiency on Nuclear Accumulation of SNC1 or RPS4
Because ABA might function antagonistically with SA, we asked if the effect of ABA deficiency on R proteins is mediated by SA. The amounts of SA in aba2-21 and aba2-21 snc1-1 were analyzed. At 228C, SA level was elevated in the aba2-21 mutant similarly to that in the snc1-1 mutant, and the upregulation was more prominent in the double mutant ( Figure 7A ). At 288C, SA level was the same in aba2-21 and snc1-1 as in the wild type but was much higher in the double mutant ( Figure 7A ). Consistent with these results, expression of ICS1, a SA biosynthesis gene (Wildermuth et al., 2001) , was greatly elevated in the aba2-21 snc1-1 at both temperatures and moderately raised in aba2-21 and snc1-1 at 228C ( Figure 7B ). However, the increase of SA in aba2-21 did not confer a significant increase in resistance to Pst DC3000 at 228C, and the even greater increase of SA in aba2-2 snc1-1 at 228C did not result in a further increase in disease resistance compared with the snc1-1 single mutant ( Figure 1C ).
We next assessed whether an increase of SA could enhance nuclear accumulation of SNC1. The GFP fusions of SNC1WT and SNC1-1 were transformed into Arabidopsis protoplasts, and the transformed protoplasts were treated with 10 mM of SA at 22 and 288C. For SNC1WT:GFP, there was an increase of nuclear accumulation with SA treatment compared with buffer treatment at both temperatures ( Figure 7C ). However, no increase was observed for SNC1-1:GFP at either temperature ( Figure 7C ), suggesting that the increase of nuclear SNC1-1:GFP protein resulting from ABA deficiency is unlikely due to an increase of SA level.
The SA-independent effect of ABA deficiency on R protein nuclear accumulation was confirmed using SA-deficient plants. GFP fusions of SNC1WT and SNC1-1 were expressed in wildtype tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) plants or transgenic tobacco plants carrying the NahG transgene (Vernooij et al., 1994) . For both SNC1WT:GFP and SNC1-1:GFP, nuclear localization was observed in tobacco at 288C, with only slightly higher nuclear levels in the NahG plants ( Figure 7D ). NDGA treatment enhanced nuclear localization in the NahG as well as the wild-type tobacco plants ( Figure 7D ), confirming that the enhancement of nuclear accumulation of SNC1WT:GFP or SNC1-1:GFP proteins is independent of SA.
Differential Expression Patterns of SNC1 in Epidermal Cells and Mesophyll Cells
We attempted to quantify SNC1 distribution between nucleus and cytosol in N. benthamiana leaves using subcellular fractionation. However, very little SNC1WT:GFP or SNC1-1:GFP protein was detected in the nuclear fraction compared with the cytosol fraction, even when very strong nuclear signals were observed by confocal imaging (see Supplemental Figure 9A online). Further analysis revealed that this discrepancy likely is due to differential localization of SNC1 proteins in epidermal versus mesophyll RPS4:GFP or GFP was expressed under the 35S promoter in N. benthamiana leaves at 22 or 288C. Buffer (mock) or NDGA was applied every 6 h after Agrobacterium infiltration. GFP signals were visualized at 2 d after infiltration by confocal microscopy. Six to twelve hours thereafter, infiltrated leaves were subject to tissue clearing to reveal cell death. Red circles mark infiltration sites, and pink arrows point to some, but not all, areas with cell death. cells. When the GFP control was expressed under the 35S promoter in N. benthamiana leaves, both epidermal and mesophyll cells exhibited similar distribution of nuclear versus cytosolic GFP (see Supplemental Figure 9B online). By contrast, SNC1-1:GFP was present in both nucleus and cytosol in epidermal cells but only in the cytosol in mesophyll cells (see Supplemental Figure 9B online). Interestingly, in transgenic Arabidopsis plants harboring pSNC1:SNC1-1:GFP, expression and localization of this protein appears to be tissue specific, unlike in the p35S::GFP control transgenic Arabidopsis line (see Supplemental Figure 9C online). It shows ubiquitous localization in guard cells, more nuclear than cytosolic localization in pavement cells, and no detectable signals in either cytoplasm or nucleus in mesophyll cells. These results indicate that SNC1 has a tissueand/or cell type-specific protein localization pattern. Perhaps elevated R protein levels in epidermal cells might confer more effective defense against pathogenic invasion with less fitness cost.
Temperature Affects Distribution of SNC1 between Nucleus and Cytosol
The distribution of SNC1:GFP fusion protein expressed in N. benthamiana changed within 6 h after temperature shifts from 22 to 288C or vice versa, indicating a dynamic redistribution of SNC1 protein (Figure 8 ). Using chemical inhibitors of protein synthesis, protein degradation, or protein shuttling, we investigated further the process involved in the altered distribution of SNC1. Cycloheximide, an inhibitor of new protein biosynthesis, was applied to infiltrated leaves for 1 h at 288C before plants were shifted to 228C. Strong nuclear signals were observed in both the cycloheximide-treated and the buffer-treated samples ( Figure 8A ), indicating that the altered pattern was not due to newly synthesized SNC1WT:GFP protein but rather to altered distribution of the preexisting SNC1WT:GFP from cytosol to the nucleus upon temperature downshifting. MG132, an inhibitor of the 26S proteasome-mediating degradation of SNC1 (Gou et al., 2012) , was applied 1 h prior to the shift from 22 to 288C. Buffer-or MG132-treated leaves showed a similar reduction of SNC1WT: GFP nuclear accumulation at 288C (Figure 8B ), indicating that preferential protein degradation by the proteasome is unlikely the cause of reduction of nuclear accumulation at 288C. Lastly, leptomycin B (LMB), an inhibitor of NES-mediated nuclear export (Igarashi et al., 2001 ), was applied 1 h before the 22 to 288C shift. In contrast with buffer-treated samples, where nuclear signals became very weak, a great amount of nuclear signal was still observed in LMB-treated samples ( Figure 8C ), indicating that LMB suppressed the nuclear export of SNC1WT:GFP induced by a temperature upshift. Thus, temperature affects the nuclear export and possibly nuclear import of SNC1WT:GFP and therefore modulates its accumulation in the nucleus.
DISCUSSION
Previously, we and others have shown that elevated temperature often inhibits defense responses to biotrophic pathogens . In this study, we demonstrate that ABA deficiency (A) The amount of free SA in leaves from 3-week-old Col-0, snc1-1, aba2-21, and aba2-21 snc1-1 plants grown on soil at 22 or 288C. Values represent means 6 SD (n = 3). Asterisks indicate significant differences from wild-type Col-0 at the corresponding temperature as determined by Student's t test (P # 0.05). FW, fresh weight. (B) Expression of SA biosynthesis gene ICS1 in various mutants assayed by quantitative RT-PCR. Error bars represent SD (n = 3). Asterisks indicate significant differences from wild-type Col-0 at the corresponding temperature as determined by Student's t test (P # 0.05). (C) Effect of SA treatment (at 10 mM) on subcellular distribution of SNC1WT:GFP and SNC1-1:GFP fusions in wild-type Arabidopsis protoplasts. Shown are percentages of protoplasts with strong nuclear GFP signals (2N; black bar) and weak nuclear GFP signals (1N; white bar) . The experiments were performed three times with similar results. (D) Effect of SA deficiency on protein localization of SNCWT:GFP and SNC1-1:GFP in N. tabacum. Wild-type (WT) and NahG plants of N. tabacum were agroinfiltrated with the fusion constructs followed by buffer (mock) or NDGA treatment. All images were taken with the same exposure condition with a confocal microscope. counteracts this effect, resulting in enhanced resistance at high temperatures. The negative regulation by ABA on postinvasion defense likely reflects a general competition between biotic and abiotic responses (Fujita et al., 2006; Asselbergh et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2011) . ABA may serve as an indicator of abiotic environmental stress, as many stresses, such as salt and drought, induce elevated levels of ABA. The low level of ABA may reflect an environment with little abiotic stress; thus, responses to biotic stresses can be triggered with a lower threshold and/or a higher amplitude.
ABA has been shown to affect basal defense responses and systematic acquired resistance during the postinvasion phase (de Torres-Zabala et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2009 ). Our study reveals that ABA modulates another level of plant immunity (i.e., R genemediated resistance). Furthermore, we identified nuclear accumulation of R proteins SNC1 and RPS4 as an early or primary target of ABA in this important type of resistance. ABA has been proposed to antagonize SA-mediated signaling to regulate defense responses (Mauch-Mani and Mauch, 2005; Jiang et al., 2010) , where it affects SA biosynthesis and signaling (de Torres Zabala et al., 2009) . Interestingly, although the final effect of ABA deficiency on plant immunity mediated by SNC1 is dependent on SA (Figure 1) , the modulation of R protein localization is independent of SA, since its effect on localization also occurred in SA-deficient plants (Figure 7) . Thus, ABA influences multiple steps of postinvasion defense responses, including SA biosynthesis, SA signaling, and R protein activity. It awaits further study to reveal whether or not these multiple interacting points are independent of each other.
With the finding of defense response inhibition by elevated ABA levels, high temperature suppression of defense responses could be explained by the possibility that ABA levels are induced at elevated temperature to inhibit R gene-mediated resistance. This is apparently the case for NaCl-induced suppression of systematic acquired resistance, as the ABA level increased by 3.6-fold with salt treatment (Yasuda et al., 2008) . However, we found no significant change in ABA levels at elevated temperatures. Rather, both ABA and high temperature reduced nuclear accumulation of SNC1 and RPS4 and compromise disease resistance. Combined action of ABA and high temperature appears to be required for inhibiting nuclear accumulation of R proteins and resistance, since high temperature had little effect on disease resistance in the absence of ABA, and the effect of exogenous ABA on resistance was less pronounced at lower temperature. It is likely that they target the same components, such as R proteins or adjacent components in defense signaling.
Nuclear accumulations of NB-LRR proteins upon elicitor induction have been observed for MLA10 in barley (Hordeum vulgare) and for N in tobacco (Burch-Smith et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2007) . It has also been shown that nuclear accumulation of RPS4 and SNC1 is crucial for defense responses (Wirthmueller et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2010) and that nuclear-cytosol transport plays critical roles in disease resistance (Monaghan et al., 2010) . Our earlier study showed that high temperature reduced nuclear accumulation of R proteins, and mutations in R proteins that retain nuclear accumulation at high temperature reversed the inhibition of disease resistance at high temperature (Zhu et al., 2010) . In this study, we report that nuclear accumulation of SNC1 and RPS4 was enhanced by ABA deficiency, and this enhancement was required for elevated resistance induced by ABA deficiency. Together, these results demonstrate that R protein distribution is a primary mechanism of regulation.
Modulation of disease resistance by ABA at the postinvasion level is pronounced for SNC1 and RPS4, complex for RPM1, and absent for RPS2. This is likely due to fact that nuclear localization is required for functions of both RPS4 and SNC1. We expect that ABA deficiency will have a similar effect on temperature sensitivity of many other R proteins that are nuclear localized. However, if nuclear localization is not required for the function of some R proteins, ABA deficiency would not have a similar effect on resistance at the R protein level or its temperature sensitivity. Indeed, this was observed for disease resistance mediated by RPS2, which is plasma membrane localized. RPM1 is also plasma membrane localized, and nuclear localization is not required for its function (Gao et al., 2011) . Resistance mediated by RPM1 was not sensitive to temperature in this study, and mutations in ABA2 but not ABA1 enhanced its resistance. Therefore, the effect of ABA2 mutations on RPM1-mediated resistance is probably through a mechanism that is different from that affecting SNC1 and RPS4.
It is unclear which comes first, R protein activation or R protein nuclear accumulation. The extent of R protein nuclear accumulation might be determined by the R protein itself, perhaps by changes in its conformation and/or activity, or its interaction with other proteins. Alternatively, ABA and temperature could influence the extent of nuclear accumulation of R proteins and therefore affect R protein activity. Using chemical inhibitors of protein synthesis, degradation, or nuclear export, we found that temperature affected nuclear export and likely nuclear import of R proteins. We have yet to determine whether or not high temperature affects nuclear import or export in general using other proteins, such as the NLS-GFP fusion. Currently, we favor a model in which temperature modulates R protein conformation/activity or its interaction with other proteins to affect its nuclear/cytosol shuttling. Whether ABA affects the same process to influence R protein distribution will be an interesting area to pursue. It is unclear how the level of ABA is sensed in the plant cell to affect R proteins. Whereas the core signaling pathway of ABA can account for most of the ABA responses known in plants, neither abi1 nor abi4 mutations affected SNC1-or RPS4-mediated resistance. Similarly, it was reported that susceptibility to a virulent oomycete was not altered in the abi1-1 mutants, despite being reduced in the aba1-1 mutant (Mohr and Cahill, 2003) . As ABA treatment could rescue the effect of aba2 on defense responses, it is unlikely that alteration of a metabolite other than ABA is responsible for the aba2 phenotype. This suggests that an ABA signaling pathway different from the core pathway might be involved in regulating R gene-mediated resistance. This is consistent with the recent finding that R protein-triggered immunity affects ABA responses not at the ABA receptor level but at the level of Ca 2+ signaling (Kim et al., 2011) , indicating that there are several intersection nodes between defense responses and ABA responses. Alternatively, abi1 and abi4 mutations might confer a partial or tissue-specific ABA insensitivity, resulting in sufficient residual ABA signaling in cells where SNC1 and RPS4 function. Intriguingly, we found differential expression and localization of SNC1 in different tissues and cell types, revealing another layer of complexity in disease resistance. Future study of spatial and temporal expression of regulatory components in disease resistance and ABA signaling should provide further insights into the interplay between biotic and abiotic responses.
METHODS
Plant Growth Conditions
Arabidopsis thaliana plants were grown at 22 or 288C under continuous fluorescent light (100 mmol m 22 s 21 ) and 50 to 70% relative humidity for morphological phenotype assays. Plants used for pathogen tests were grown under the condition of 12 h light/12 h darkness. Arabidopsis seeds were either directly sown on soil or grown on Petri dishes containing halfstrength Murashige and Skoog medium (Sigma-Aldrich) plus 2% Suc. For ABA treatment, 5 or 10 mM ABA was sprayed on the leaf surface twice a day. These mutants were obtained from the , and rps2-201. The snc1-1 mutant was obtained from Xin Li, pad4-1 and rps4-2 from Jane Parker, and the nahG transgenic line from Xinnian Dong.
Map-Based Cloning
The int173 snc1 double mutant in Col-0 was crossed to the wild-type Wassilewskija, and F2 progenies were scored for dwarf phenotype at 288C. Bulked segregation analyses were first performed on ;50 mutant plants to position INT173 on chromosome 1 between markers ciw1 and nag280. Further markers were identified using The Arabidopsis Information Resource website (http://www.Arabidopsis.org/index.jsp), and a total of 419 mutant plants were used for fine mapping.
DNA Constructs and Complementation Tests
The expression constructs, p35S::SNC1WT:GFP, p35S::SNC1-1:GFP, p35S::SNC1-1:NES:GFP, and pSNC1::SNC1-1:GFP were described previously (Zhu et al., 2010) . To generate the p35S::RPS4:GFP construct, the RPS4 genomic DNA was amplified by PCR with forward primer (59-ATGATCAGGCTTCCGGG-39) and reverse primer (59-GAAATTCT-TAACCGTGTGCATG-39). To generate the pABA2::ABA2 construct, the ABA2 genomic fragment from ;1000 bp upstream of ATG and ;150 bp downstream of the stop codon was amplified by PCR with forward primer (59-GGAATACGTGGTTACTGTGATTTC-39) and reverse primer (59-GA-TAGACATGATAAATTGGCGG-39). The PCR fragment was cloned into the vector pCR8/GW/TOPO (Invitrogen) as instructed. The p35S::RPS4: GFP and the pABA2::ABA2 cassettes were transferred into the pHPT binary vector (Tzfira et al., 2005) or pMDC123 (Curtis and Grossniklaus, 2003) using LR clonase (Invitrogen), respectively. The binary construct of pABA2::ABA was introduced into aba2-21 snc1-1 double mutant via Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101.
RNA Preparation and Gene Expression Analysis
Total RNAs were extracted from 3-week-old Arabidopsis leaves using TRI reagent (Molecular Research Center) as instructed. Thirty micrograms of RNA was resolved on a 1% agarose gel containing 1.8% formaldehyde. Ethidium bromide was used to visualize the rRNA bands to ensure equal loading. RNA gel blots were hybridized with gene-specific, 32 P-labeled, single-stranded DNA probes. For quantitative RT-PCR, 2 mg of total RNA was used as a template for first-strand cDNA synthesis with SuperScript III kit (Invitrogen) and an oligo(dT) primer. One microliter of cDNA was used as template. Gene-specific primers were designed using PrimerQuest (www.idtdna.com/Scitools/Applications/Primerquest/). Hairpin stability and compatibility were analyzed using OligoAnalyzer 3.0 (http://www. idtdna.com/analyzer/Applications/OligoAnalyzer/). The PCR products were 130 to 150 bp in length. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed in 10-mL reactions containing 20 ng of template obtained from first-strand cDNA synthesis. A total of 0.3 mM of each primer was used with IQ SYBER Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). The following PCR program was used for amplification: 508C for 2 min, 958C for 10 min, and 40 cycles of 958C for 15 s, 588C for 1 min, and 728C for 1 min. Primer efficiencies and relative expression levels were calculated using the comparative cycle threshold (C T method) (CFX96 real-time system). The 2 2DDC T values of control samples were normalized to 1. Primer sequences are in Supplemental Figure 10 online.
Pathogen Resistance Assay
Bacterial growth in Arabidopsis was monitored as described with some modifications (Tornero and Dangl, 2001) . The virulent and avirulent strains of Pst DC3000 were grown overnight on the King's B medium with 50 mg/L kanamycin and resuspended at 10 8 cfu/mL in a solution of 10 mM MgSO 4 and 0.02% Silwet L-77. Two-week-old seedlings were dip inoculated with bacteria and kept covered for 24 h. The amount of bacteria in plants was analyzed at 1 h (day 0) and 3 d (day 3) after dipping. The aerial parts of three inoculated seedlings were pooled per sample, and three samples were collected for each genotype and time point. Seedlings were ground in 1 mL of 10 mM of MgCl 2 , and serial dilutions of the ground tissue were used to determine the number of colony-forming units per gram of fresh leaf tissue.
DAB Staining
DAB (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 50 mM Tris-acetate, pH 5.0, at a concentration of 1 mg/mL. Whole seedlings were placed in the DAB solution and vacuum infiltrated until the leaf tissue was soaked. The seedlings were then incubated at room temperature in the dark for 24 h before leaf tissue was cleared using several rounds of ethanol (75%) changes.
ABA and SA Content Measurement
Quantification of SA and ABA were performed as previously described (Pan et al., 2008) .
Protoplast Transformation
Protoplast preparation and transformation were performed as previously described (Zhai et al., 2009 ). Images were taken using the Carl Zeiss imager M2. The intensity of GFP fluorescence was determined using Image J (National Institutes of Health). The ratio of nuclear GFP signals versus cytosol signals (after subtracting the chlorophyll signals) was calculated. The nuclear intensity was categorized into 1N (ratio is <10) and 2N (ratio is $10).
Transient Expression in Nicotiana benthamiana
The binary vectors were transformed into Agrobacterium strain GV2260. Agrobacterium-mediated transient expression in N. benthamiana and Nicotiana tabacum was performed as described (Menke et al., 2005) . Images were collected on a Leica TCS-SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems) using the 320 water immersion objective (numerical aperture of 1.2; zoom 1.6). GFP was excited with a blue argon ion laser (488 nm), and emitted light was collected between 500 and 520 nm. Chloroplasts were excited with a blue argon laser (488 nm), and emitted light was collected between 670 and 700 nm. Images were processed using Leica LAS-AF software (version 1.8.2) and Adobe Photoshop CS2 version 9.0.2 (Adobe systems). Cell death was visualized by clearing leaf tissues in ethanol.
Inhibitor Treatment
For NDGA treatment, leaves were sprayed with NDGA at 100 mM every 6 to 8 h. For other chemical inhibitor treatments, 20 mM MG132, 50 mM cycloheximide, or 10 nM LMB (Sigma-Aldrich) was added at 23 h after agroinfiltration of GFP constructs before temperature shifting. Images were collected on a Carl Zeiss AG light microscope.
Protein Fractionation and Immunoblot Analysis
Plant nucleus enrichment was performed as previously described (Manzara and Gruissem, 1995) with the following modifications: ;0.5 g of N.
benthamiana leaves were homogenized in 5 mL of the homogenization buffer at 48C using a T10 Ultra-Turrax homogenizer (IKA). Debris was removed by centrifugation at 300g. The supernatant was then filtered through Miracloth (Calbiochem) to give total input. Nuclei were enriched by centrifugation at 2000g, while the supernatant served as nucleusdepleted fraction. a-phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (Rockland) and a-histone H3 (Abcam) were used to assess separation efficiency, and a-GFP antibodies (Convance) were used to detect GFP and GFP fusion proteins. Total protein extraction and immunoblot analysis were performed as previously described , and Ponceau S was used to stain the blotted membrane to assess the amount of total proteins.
Accession Numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or GenBank/EMBL databases under the following accession numbers: ABA2 (At1g52340), SNC1 (At4g16960), and RPS4 (At5g45250).
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